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Untouchable musicians are trapped at the bottom of India’s caste
system. Battling life’s struggles, they keep their spirit alive
through music and dance.

SONG OF THE DUNES is 55 minutes in length.

SYNOPSIS
Tribes of musicians have lived in the Thar desert along the India Pakistan border
for a thousand years. The Manganiyars and Kalbelias have entertained at
ceremonies since the day Europeans were still living in caves. Their occupation
and status is determined at birth by the caste system. They are Untouchables. Yet
although the caste system was made illegal over 50 years ago, it still runs their
lives, an entire existence that is based in avoiding cross contamination, as they
are considered by higher caste people to be impure.
The Manganyar and Kalbeliya tribes have been entertaining at marriages and
ceremonies since the day when Europeans were still living in caves. Here on the
India Pakistan border lies the Silk Road where camel caravans have carried
precious wares for millennia across Asia and China. Huge Forts rise like mirages
in hundreds of miles of deserted sand dunes. Besides a few small villages, the
only other thing here is Pokran – the testing site for the nucleur bomb.
The Manganiyar and Kalbelia tribes are hereditary caste musicians, born into their
station in life due to the ancient Hindu castes system, a hierarchy of professions
and status. In the countryside, it is still alive today. Their station in life is dictated
by this system, and they are trapped on the bottom rung of society, without
opportunity.
Nowadays, since the demise of the princely states when India became a republic,
the musicians no longer have Royal patronage. They depend on tourism and
local marriages and ceremonies for their livelihood. The Manganiyars of Kanoi
village near Jaisalmer are exceptional musicians, no longer able to play in the
courts of the Maharajas of Rajasthan. The Khans are a family of musicians who
struggle to even afford their marriage ceremonies. Right now, Ideh is ready to
marry and can’t, and his father Channan teaches the village boys music to make
ends meet.
The Kalbeliyas of Jodhpur are a tribe of snake charmers, only the charming of the
cobras that is their usual bread and butter is banned. Pooma the snake charmer
is wondering how to survive. The Kalbeliyas are in a struggle to keep their homes,
as the government doesn’t recognize them, they have squatted on their land. And
now nine of the homes in their close knit village are being knocked down. Dhakon
the healer, and Ponam Nath the snake charmer are both at risk. And they are the
very ones who keep their traditions alive. They implore the film crew to take a
letter to the Maharaja of Jodhpur, requesting his help. Known as a kindly figure,
the Maharaja, living in his stately palace, does all he can to help them. HIs Highness
Gaj Singh II, the Maharaja of Jodhpur, was recently profiled in the Wall Street Journal, in an
article and pictorial entitled, "The Last Maharaja," on June 28, 2013. His aid to the artisans and
musicians of Rajasthan is legendary.

Neither the Manganiyars nor the Kalbeliyas are allowed to worship in the small
Hindu temples in the countryside around Jaisalmer and Jodhpur. Finally after
years of struggle, the tribe is dedicating a temple they have built to their patron
God, Guru Kanipav Nath. In a huge festival, they celebrate this great occasion.

FILMMAKERS
Co-Director and Editor of SONG OF THE DUNES, William Haugse A.C.E., is well
known as a motion picture editor of features and documentaries. Among other awards,
he's been nominated for an Oscar for Hoop Dreams and an Emmy, and has
collaborated with many directors including Orson Wells and John Cassavetes. In
the past three years, four documentary features he edited have been screened at
the prestigious Slamdance Film Festival. In 2009, the documentary feature, “No
Impact Man” he edited, debuted at the Sundance Film Festival. William taught as
an adjunct Professor at USC Graduate Film School for five years.
Paula Fouce, President of Paradise Filmworks, directed and produced SONG OF THE
DUNES: Search for the Original Gypsies. She also directed, wrote, and produced
ORIGINS OF YOGA. Paula, at age 19, went to Nepal to study and became fascinated with
the Far East. Escorting tours groups, Paula trekked through Pakistan, Tibet, Sri Lanka,
Afghanistan, Bhutan, Burma, Sri Lanka, and China, and lived in India and Nepal. While
researching SHIVA, a photographic book on the Yogis of India, published by White
Orchid Press in 1996, she lived and traveled with the yogis throughout the Himalayas. She
also directed, produced and wrote NAKED IN ASHES, screened theatrically throughout
the US, and NOT IN GOD’S NAME, on religious tolerance featuring the Dalai Lama,
which aired on PBS.

Cinematographer Christopher G. Tufty grew up in India as a child. He has been working
on TV for many years, most recently 5 years of “The Closer.” Christopher has won two
Emmys among multiple other awards.
Luciano Storti’s score is an eclectic mix of native and western instruments that speak to
the heart. Luciano has worked on projects spanning a wide variety of media: from
critically acclaimed short films like “Kali Ma” (dir. Soman Chainani) and TV shows, such
as “Water Colours” (dir. Guy Chaumette, prod. by Anita Chaumette), to feature length
films and work for companies like Video Game giant 1C, and several music-production
libraries.
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